
HO Scale Structure Kit

KRAFT MILL
# 933-3900

1) Begin by assembling both Long Base sections (1) to the Short Base Sections (2).  
2) Before gluing, test fit Wall 4 in the cutouts on Wall 4A. Make sure the wall assembly sits level on the base, and the edges meet 
tightly. Glue together and allow to dry thoroughly.  Make any adjustments to either part if necessary to insure a seamless                  
appearance.   Glue together 4 and 4A, and again - carefully check the alignment.  Let the assembly dry thoroughly.
3) Glue Walls (3, 4, 4A, 5, 7) to each other and to the Base as shown. 
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Thanks for purchasing this Cornerstone Series® kit. All parts are styrene, so use only compatible paint and glue. Please read the 
instructions and study the drawings before starting. 
 
The basic ingredient of paper is cellulose fiber, made by “cooking” wood chips in a hot chemical bath to remove the natural glue or 
lignin that holds them together. This produces pulp for lower grades of paper such as newsprint. But since lignin decomposes 
quickly and stains, pulp for bright, white papers is cleaned more thoroughly in the kraft mill. After several hours in a heated, pressur-
ized chemical bath in the pulp tanks, the resulting pulp or “Brown Stock” is sent to the kraft mill where it is washed several times to 
remove spent chemicals for recycling, along with solids and water (“black liquor”), which are burned as bio-fuel in a recovery boiler. 
The pulp is bleached, washed and diluted, then mixed with fillers such as talc or kaolin. This slurry, called “furnish,” is 99% water 
and is pumped into the paper machine to begin the manufacturing process in the main mill. 
 
To model a complete operation, combine this kit with the Pulp Tanks (#933-3904), Recovery Boiler (#933-3901) and Paper Mill 
(#933-3902), each sold separately. See your participating hobby shop or visit walthers.com for additional structures, freight cars 
and other accessories. 
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